
CINEY MILITARIA – 27 APRIL 2014 -NOTICE TO THE EXHIBITORS 
Access is prohibited to minors unaccompanied by an adult 

Concerning firearms 

 

Pursuant to the Royal Decree of 8 May 2013 (Belgian Official Gazette 15.05.2013) amending the 
Royal Decree of 20 September 1991, the only permitted arms are those which have been 
deactivated exclusively by the Liège Proof House, non-prohibited cold weapons, imitation 
weapons, alarm pistols (BEL stamp), flare guns (provided it is not possible to fire gas or bullet 
cartridges).Functioning munitions, cartridge cases and bullets are also prohibited, unless they 
have been rendered incapable of being fired. 

 

 

 

 

The organising company CINEY EXPO cannot be held liable for any breach of the 
legislation whatsoever. 

Prohibited weapons in Belgium : 
 

Art 3. § 1. Prohibited include:  
1° anti-personnel mines and traps or similar devices, and blinding laser weapons;  
2° incendiary weapons; 
3° weapons designed exclusively for military use, such as automatic firearms, launchers, artillery 
pieces, rockets, weapons using of other forms of radiation, ammunition designed specifically for 
these weapons, bombs, torpedoes and grenades;  
4°  sub munitions;  
5° flick knives and blades stop gushing, butterfly knives, brass knuckles and knives that have the 
appearance of another object;  
6° canes and walking sticks to sword-guns that are not historical decorative weapon; 
7° clubs and batons;  
8° the firearms whose stick or gun in oneself is dismounted in several sections, firearms 
manufactured or modified so as to make the port less visible or invisible or so that their technical 
characteristics no longer correspond to those model defined in the authorization for detention of 
the firearm, and the firearms that have the appearance of an object other than a weapon.  
9° portable machines  allowing to inhibit the people or to cause them pain through an electrical 
shock; 
10° objects intended to touch the people by means of toxic substances, asphyxiating, 
lachrymatory and of similar substances;  
11° folding guns with a calibre greater than 20;  
12° knives to launch;  
13° the nunchaku;  
14° Stars to launch; 
15° firearms with parts and accessories in particular the following:  
- Silencers;  
- Chargers capacity greater than normal capacity as defined by the Minister of Justice for a given 
model of firearm;  
- Equipment referred to firearms, projecting a radius on the target;  
- Mechanisms to transform a fire weapon into an automatic fire weapon;  
16° night sight tubes; 
 

Police regulation, article 1, 22 April 2005 
During the event called “Bourse Militaria” organized in “Marché Couvert” of Ciney and in CINEY 
EXPO, it will be absolutely forbidden to expose any object representing the emblem SS or Nazi 
(swastika), except to demonstrate that this object presents value of historic collection. 
 

No firearm capable of firing may be exhibited or sold at the show. 

INFORMATION : 0032(0)82/21.17.88 (Police Dinant) 


